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Identification and Analysis of Geological Patterns in 
the Witwatersrand Basin Using Spatial Decomposition 

I.D. WOOD 

Deposition of gold-bearing deposits in the Witwatersrand Basin was controlled 
by hydraulic processes. These resulted in the formation of independent 
sedimentological facies areas having different statistics and semivariograms. 
Consequently, when there are indications that data are a mixture of statistical 
populations, it is important to decompose them into statistical sub-populations 
and analyse these independently. 

However, in the case of actual mining, physical position and extent of sub
populations are important and, as a consequence, any decomposition of data 
must take space into account if it is to be of use. 

An algorithm for the spatial decomposition of data into its sub-populations 
is described and is applied to real data taken from the Witwatersrand. Two 
distinct areas with completely different geostatistical parameters were revealed. 

Introduction 
When analysing data from an ore deposit, it is customary 
to: 

(a) Determine the histogram and statistics of data which 
are often normal, but are skewed in low grade ore 
and log-transformation with third parameters est ab
lisheq by Sichel1 and Krige.2 This is particularly the 
case when analysing cm-gms/ton in the gold-bearing 
deposits of the Witwatersrand basin. 

(b) Establish experimental directional variograms for the 
deposit and to fit an appropriate theoretical model 
to the data. 

It is assumed that there is geostatistical continuity in 
the data. 

In practice, however, it frequently happens that, even 
though data are of high quality, a reasonable fit cannot 
be achieved. Furthermore, semivariograms show little 
structure, sometimes even pure nugget effects. A possi
ble explanation could be that data straddle two or more 
independent facies areas with completely different charac
teristics and comprise mixed statistical sub-populations, 
the main indication being when a histogram has more than 
one maximum. 

Sub-populations overlap but cannot simply be cut in 
half - data must be decomposed statistically into sub
populations using 'values'. This can be done using non
linear regression as described by Clark. 3 

Geostatistics is the study of spatial variation. It is 
therefore essential, in the case of a mixed population, to 
know where each sub-population lies, i.e. decomposition 
must be effected in a spatial context if results are to have 
geostatistical meaning. Mathematically, the problem has 

become multivariate and 'neighbouring values', as well 
as 'values' (mentioned above), must be considered in 
decomposition. This can be achieved by applying an algo
rithm described by Li.4 

This algorithm can be applied to any continuous 
variable such as width or values. As it is based on the 
histogram, it can equally be applied to discrete variables, 
occurring in sedimentology, provided there are sufficient 
categories to justify decomposition. 

It should not be applied to a variable such as waste 
which should simply be divided on the basis of waste/ no 
waste. 

In the current case study, the algorithm is applied to 
cm-gms/ton averaged into large square blocks. These data 
are left-skewed but could not be fitted satisfactorily to 
a lognormal model, being clearly a mixed distribution, 
and furthermore a variogram was unsatisfactory. Details 
of data are given below. 

Statistical decomposition 
Decomposition of mixed statistical populations is describ
ed by Li. 4 Assume an univariate random variable X has 
unknown density function f(x), but that it has been estab
lished it is a mixture of k normal population 

so that 

k 

f(x) = 2.,; ai'~j(x) 
j=i 

j = 1 ... k 

[1 ] 
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with the weights aj subject to the condition 

k 

L: aj = 1. 
j=! 

The unknown parameters to be determined are 

means m=[m) 

[2] 

stand. deviations s = [Sj] 

weights 

j= 1. .. k 

which will be referred to as the parameter vector 

e (m, s, a). 

Since a k is determined from Equation [2] when aa ... 
a k -I are known, there are in fact only 3 k - 1 unknown 
parameters in the parameter vector. 

In practice, an observed relative histogram 

1rj i = 1 ... I 

with 1 classes, is available from sampling, and Equation 
[1] is replaced by 

k Xj 

1rj = L:aj Jt!'~ (x)dx 
J=! x 

i= 1 ... I [3] 

where xj _ 1 and Xj are the lower and upper limits of class 
i. The unknown parameter vector e can now be estimated, 
using non-linear regression (Clark3

). 

Having solved the problem, Bayes criteria can be used 
for allocating each sample to its appropriate population 
giving the component histogram: 

1rij i= 1 ... I 

for each of the populations 

j = 1. .. k 

Spatial decomposition 

[4] 

Geostatistics is concerned with spatial variability and, as 
a result, the above statistical decomposition is too restric
tive. Switzer has developed a method to take space into 
account. It is assumed sample values have been deter
mined for cells on a rectangular grid (Figure 1). Data voids 
are not catered for, but in practice a missing cell can be 
averaged from surrounding cells. A border of cells is re
quired for a reason that will become apparent. In Figure 
1 with m columns and n rows there are a total of N = 

m x n sample cells. 
Li proposes that the univariate random variable X, used 

above for classical statistics, be replaced by a bivariate 
random vector Y, which is defined as follows: 

Y = I~~ I 
where YI is the variable for cell values - for cell (u, v) 
its value is xu,v' 

Y2 is the variable for neighbours: for cell (u, v) its 

NUMBER OF CELLS N = m x n 
.. 

XI,I x l ,2 

x2 , I X 2 ,2 

Xn I I 
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value is 

Equation [1] is then replaced by the vector equation 

k 

f(y) = 2...: a.q,(y) 
j=1 ) ) 

[5] 

with the weights aj again subject to condition [2]. The 
unknown parameter vector in this case becomes 

8 (M, S, a) 

where M and S are now matrices. 

The algorithm 
A block diagram for the algorithm proposed by Li4 is 
given in Figure 2, and, as can be seen, it is an iterative 
process. Initialisation required is: 

(a) Determine the component histogram 7ri,j using non
linear regression. This caters for the statistical aspect. 

(b) Initialise the classification matrix 

(T1I (T12 ••••••• (TIn 

Ll. (T2I (T22 •• " ••••• (T2n 

where 

(Tij = L ~ if cell i belongs to population j 
otherwise. 

This caters for the spatial aspect. The iterative process 
then starts: 

1. The classification matrix Ll. is modified (on the first 
occasion the initialised Ll. is accepted). 

2. The parameter vector 8 is estimated. 
3. The discriminant coefficients are estimated. 
4. On this basis, the cells are assigned to their appropriate 

population, which will modify the classification matrix 
Ll.. 

5. The iterative error E is calculated. 
6. The iterative error E is tested against a present limit 

Es (set at 0,001). HE > Es' the iteration is repeated. 
When E ~ Es results are accepted. 

Computer time needed to run this algorithm is minimal. 

Case study 
For security reasons, location and exact details of data 
cannot be supplied. These are, however, real but have 
been scaled. They come from stope samples taken in an 
area of several kilometres and, consequently, the sampling 
is very intense. The area has been divided into large square 
blocks (of the order 100 X 100 m), and the arithmetic 
average of cm-gms/ton in these blocks is the variable used 
in this case study. 

The histogram of data is shown in Figure 3 and, 
through left-skewed, a satisfactory lognormal fit could 
not be obtained and the variogram was not satisfactory. 
The histogram does suggest a mixture of two or three nor
mal distributions, making it an ideal data-set for a case 
study on decomposition. 

I DETERMINE n i,j 

I INITIALISE 11 

I 
l MODIFY l!. 

I ESTIMA TE ,6, 

I ESTIMATE C 

l ASSIGN CELLS 
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I 
I STOP 

n i,j - COMPONENT HISTOGRAM 

l!. - CLASSIFICATION MATRIX 
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FIGURE 2. Algorithm proposed by Li4 

For spatial decomposition, it must be decided before 
the run how many sub-populations are required and the 
type of their respective distributions. For the histogram 
of Figure 3, it was decided to initialise the algorithm with 
two normal distributions. The computer produced the 
decomposition shown in Figure 4, and, as expected, the 
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FIGURE 3. Histogram of data 
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FIGURE 4. Computer-generated spatial decomposition of the 
two populations 
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FIGURE 5. Decomposition of the two populations 
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FIGURE 6. Normal frequency curves fitted to the histograms 
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FIGURE 7. Average variogram for the east population 
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FIGURE 8. Average variogram for the west population 

histograms overlap. The two populations are situated, 
roughly, east-west (Figure 5), and normal frequency 
curves fitted to the two histograms are shown in Figure 
6. They are appreciably different. 

Average variograms for the two populations are shown 
in Figures 7 and 8 respectively, and are again different. 
The major directions for the anisotropy are indicated 
roughly by arrows in Figure 5, and agree with these deter
mined from sedimentological studies. 

Conclusion 
Spatial decomposition is a very useful technique for 
spatial pattern recognition which so often occurs in geo
logy. The prerequisite is that there should be a mixture 
of distributions which will be indicated by the histogram, 
and that there should be spatial continuity. 

In this particular case study, two areas have been iden
tified and independently quantified giving completely dif
ferent geostatistical parameters. 
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